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"I have absolutely loved each book in this series. The book was well thought out. The main

characters and supporting characters were well written and hilarious at times. I truly enjoyed this

book and recommend it to anyone who loves a good paranormal romance that is different from

everything else out there." "I have literally been DEVOURING this series ever since I picked up the

first book. This is going to end up being a huge hit, a big thing!" -Top 500 ReviewerWhen Kian

confesses his true nature, Syssi is not as much shocked by the revelation as she is wounded by

what she perceives as his callous plans for her. If she doesn't turn, he'd be forced to erase her

memories and let her go. His family's safety demands secrecy â€“ no one in the mortal world is

allowed to know that immortals exist. Resigned to the cruel reality, Syssi is determined to enjoy

what little time she has with Kian, one day at a time.Kian and Syssiâ€™s story culminates in Dark

Stranger Immortal, and the characters embark on a new adventure in book 4: Dark Enemy

Taken.KIAN AND SYSSI'S STORY Book 1--Dark Stranger The DreamBook 2--Dark Stranger

RevealedBook 3--Dark Stranger ImmortalAMANDA'S STORYBook 4--Dark Enemy TakenBook

5--Dark Enemy CaptiveBook 6--Dark Enemy RedeemedANDREW'S STORYBook 7-- Dark Warrior

MineBook 8-- Dark Warrior's PromiseComing soon:Book 9-- Dark Warrior's Destiny This is a new

and re-edited version, professionally proofread byÂ JuliaProofreader.
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This has become my favorite read for Summer 2015 each book in the series adds layers of

enjoyment based on what has happened before we get to here. The romance aspect of this series

is loving and positive I don't see any negative relationship stuff, well besides everyday relationship

stuff LOL.I would also say that while it feels like the story is getting ready to peak I don't think it's

going to this is a ploy of Author I.T. Lucas to lull you into a state of mind she can shake, rattle and

roll you once she lolls you LOL. I guess what I'm saying is that she never fails to mix it up and give

you what you least expect.I have said in previous reviews and continue to think as of this review the

real trick to her talent lays in the dialogue and what she does with it, adding nuance and complexity

to the characters. I feel like the dialogue is a way to link all the players together in some instances

that normally would require tons of narrative.I'm not sure if there are any other installments ready

but . . . I'm going to do a little research and move on with the series.

I have literally been DEVOURING this series ever since I picked up the first book. This is going to

end up being a huge hit, a big thing! I have to admit, when I first started the series, the covers didn't

not speak to me and I only picked up book 1 because it was free and recommended to me. The

story, however, across the three books I have read, does not disappoint AT ALL! After the way book

2 left Kian and Syssi, I could NOT pause before moving on to book 3. I might have died if book 3

wasn't ready! Seeing Kian come back to Syssi in book 3 was everything I NEEDED and MORE!

This is a beautifully calculated plot with an EPIC romance of star-crossed lovers. You don't want to

miss out. This book is not lacking in any way. Love this series and can't get enough!

Engrossing. Enveloping. Enticing. Exciting. This is the world of the Children of the Gods by I.T.

Lucas. In this third installment, the lives of Syssi and Michael, the mortals with the potential immortal

gene, are put on the line. If they are not immortal, both may face irreversible brain damage and still

have to leave their mortal lives behind because they have been allowed into the inner sanctum of

the immortals. Syssi feels betrayed by this scenario and her lover and the immortal's regent, Kian, is

not helpful because he wants her to have the freedom to make her own choices. This is very

contrary to his alpha nature. However, circumstances on the horizon will take away everyone's

choice.This third book did not disappoint as the love story for Syssi and Kian reaches a pinnacle



and one for Amanda, Kian's sister, launches. This book ends on a closed story arc, but to find out

the conclusion of the battle between the immortal clans, I think I will have to pick up the Dark Enemy

trilogy next. Personally, I can't wait. These books were that good. The entire trilogy is currently

available and is a Kindle Unlimited offering.

In Dark Stranger Immortal, Syssi and Kian realize that they have fallen in love with each other, but

Kian is an immortal with an indefinite life span, while Syssi is a mortal and will most likely stay this

way. While their story nears its peak, Dalhu schemes to uncover the clan's secret location and to

snatch an immortal female for himself.I loved how sweet and tender their romance was, balancing

Kian's dominant and Syssi's submissive tendencies playfully and lovingly (the love scenes were so

hot!). They are both such wonderful characters, and I hope to read more about them in the next

book, Dark Enemy Taken, that continues the saga with another couple taking the lead.

This book hits you completely with the suspenseful play! I seriously don't know where to begin with

this one. Syssi is curious about Kian and his family. Like the old saying goes, "Curiosity killed the

cat." Well in this case, Syssi's trust. However, true love prevails. Syssi and Kian were destined for

one another. Their chemistry is absolutely breathtaking and amazing. Honestly, I'm jealous of it. It's

one of those you ache to have yourself, minus the hidden secrets.Dalhu is still being his sneaky

self. Only now his plans are to discover where the clan is hiding Syssi and kidnap her for his own

personal use. On the other hand, his relationship with Amanda may transform him. I'm eager to

know if she can do it!This series keeps getting hotter, intense, and more addiction with each page.

Time for Book 4!

Loved it! Read the first book in one weekend and was anxiously waiting for the second one to come

out.Read the second one, and was thrilled with the development of the plot and the characters. Now

reading the third one and enjoy every minute of it.Highly recommended series!

Dark Stranger Revealed picks up where Dark Stranger The Dream left of, with Kian walking away

from Syssi, and planing to keep his distance while she is hiding in the clan's secure high rise. But

his resolve soon falters and he seduces her. Syssi is powerless to resist her attraction to Kian, even

though she doesn't believe a man like Kian could want her for anything meaningful.While both Kian

and Syssi try to convince themselves that their relationship is nothing more than a casual, short

term affair that would last only until it's safe for Syssi to go home, the torment each of them feels at



the prospect of parting says otherwise. The plot thickens when Dalhu, the leader of the enemy unit,

learns from Amanda's stollen research papers about Syssi's and another test subject's strong

paranormal abilities. Dalhu plans to snatch the two potential Dormants for himself and to discover

the location of the clan's hideout. Meanwhile, Syssi starts to notice peculiarities about Kian and his

people, and piecing together a scary but mistaken picture. she decides to run. If Dark Stranger The

Dream was hot, then Dark Stranger Revealed was scorching. And if the first one had me panting

with anticipation for what will happen next, this one had left me breathless. Can't wait to find out!
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